
The Stealth Mic
Written By: Bill Byrne

TOOLS:

Soldering iron (1)

PARTS:

Microphone condenser elements (2)

Solid-core wrap wire (1)

Heat-shrink tubing (1)

Lighter (1)

Stereo plug (1)

Earbud cushions (1)

SUMMARY

A binaural recording system re-creates the way a person actually hears by placing 2
microphones at a distance of about 7" (roughly the distance between your ears), usually
mounted on a dummy head or worn on the human recorder’s head. When played back on
headphones, the binaural stereoeffect is preserved and is often quite remarkable in its
realism. With some easy modifications, a pair of headphones can be turned into a binaural
microphone with readily available materials and cheap parts. Better yet, I’ll show you how to
make your own binaural mic, disguised as earbuds. In today’s iPod-saturated urban
environment, no one ever notices someone wearing headphones. This makes earbuds an
ideal prop for covering a hidden mic that’s plugged into a recording device, for various
stealthy endeavors.
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http://makeprojects.com/Item/Earbud_cushions


Step 1 — Wire the binaural mic elements.

  

Cut two 3' lengths of wrap wire in each of 2 colors. Solder these to the first microphone
element’s 2 contacts.

Slide a couple inches of heat-shrink tubing over each connection, and heat it with a lighter.
This will secure the connections. We want them to be as stationary as possible, as
movement of these wires will create noise on the line.

Twist the 2 wires together, but not too tightly. Slip on another piece of heat-shrink, this
time over both wires. Slide it up to about 2" from the mic element, then shrink it.

Repeat the same process with the second mic element. About 10" from the mic elements,
slip another piece of heat-shrink tube over to combine all 4 wires. Keep track of which pair
goes to which mic.

Step 2 — Wire the stereo plug.

Open the stereo plug, and slide the
cover over the 4 wires. Here’s the
trickiest part: in order to have the
correct stereo image, the wires on
1 of the 2 mic elements should be
reversed. So, for one mic element,
the red goes to a plug terminal, and
the blue to the plug’s ground; on
the other mic element, the blue
goes to the second plug terminal
and the red goes to the ground.

Solder these connections, then
screw the cover back on the plug.
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Step 3 — Disguise the mics as earbuds.

Fasten the earbud cushions over
the mic elements so that they’re
large enough to sit comfortably in
your ears. That’s it, you’re done.
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This project originally appeared in MAKE Magazine Volume 17.

Related Posts on Make: Online:

Re:Collect, the Magic RFID Bracelet of Remembering

http://blog.makezine.com/archive/2009/04...

Listening Cup Gadget Build

Step 4 — Record.

To hear exactly what’s being
recorded, some folks will actually
use a mannequin’s head to hold the
binaural mic, and will hold the head
in their hands while wearing a pair
of normal headphones to monitor
the sounds. Working this way
creates the amazing effect of
listening to a binaural recording as
it happens, but keep in mind that if
you walk around holding a dummy
head out in front of you, you may
attract attention (in fact, I think
you’d get arrested in some places).

With these stealth binaural mic
headphones, as long as you’re in a
situation in which it’s socially
acceptable to be wearing
headphones, you can record away,
knowing that what you hear will be
very close to what you play back
later.

For a schematic diagram and list of
recordings, go to
http://www.makezine.com/17/diycircuits_m....
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